Visual Art Submission Ideas

All drawings should be on paper no larger than 9 by 12 inches. Please feel free to experiment with different art materials. Be original! Be creative!

Idea #1
Divide the paper any way you like. Draw a vegetable in six completely different ways, styles, techniques, or media (ink, paint, pencil, crayon, pen, collage), etc, on one sheet of paper.

Idea #2
Make a sculpture of found objects (anything around your house, found outside, etc.) that can stand by itself about 12 inches high and wide. The sculpture should be all one color.

Idea #3
Cut or rip out black, white and gray abstract shapes no more than one inch in size and make a collage of an accident.

Idea #4
Draw an interesting section or detail of a bicycle, or other complex mechanical object from observation. Use the entire page but do not draw the whole object.

Idea #5
Draw a picture of your room or any room in your house from a very unusual angle. Create your drawing in high contrast (from very light to very dark). The drawing can be made in any medium but must be black and white only.

Idea #6
Create a photographic self-portrait that does not include your face.